
 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

            

                  

               

 

  

 

Wexford Wanderers Cricket Club Return to Training & Playing Protocol

Dear Member,

We are writing to you to inform you that training can recommence at the Rugby Club this coming

Wed 12th June 2021 starting at 6:30pm until 8:30pm.
However, there are a number of protocols that must be adhered to in order for this to be allowed 
safely for all.

You must be a member of the Club which means you must ensure that your membership

is paid or you have made arrangements with Peter Hudson Club Treasurer for payment. 
You must fully complete the Self-Assessment Form.  This form is available below at Annex 
1:  This can also be completed at the Club on the day of your training session.

Sport provides great mental and physical health benefits for our society, and cricket is no exception. 
However,  we  all  have  a  duty  of  care  to  ensure  that  our  cricket  club  operate  within  a  safe 
environment.

This practical guide for players has been developed in consultation with medical experts and in line 
with  both  ROI  and  NI  Executive  Government  Guidelines.  It  outlines  the  robust  measures  Cricket 
Ireland  and  the  Provincial  Unions  strongly  recommend  clubs  to  implement  and  maintain  to  help 
safeguard all members during the COVID-19 pandemic.

This  will  allow  all  of  us  to  get  back  to  training  safely,  improving  the  wellbeing  of  members  across 
Ireland.

The guidelines in this document relate to Phase 2 of the Irish Governments Roadmap for Reopening 
Society and Step 2 of the Northern Ireland Executive Approach to Decision Making.

The key to success will be the collective approach to compliance with the protocols, and there is no 
obligation for clubs to re-open if they feel they cannot meet their health and safety obligations.

Training Times and Booking

Any member who has not pre-booked online for training will be refused entry. Pitchero club app or 
website is where you can book online for your training session by marking your availability as either 
yes or no. If you need to be added to Pitchero, contact Attila Stahlut Club Chairman to set you up. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

   

 

   

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

           

  

        

              

              

          

                  

         

                 

            

The first training session will be this coming Wednesday, followed by training on Sunday  

from 11am-2pm.  You cannot under any circumstances start training unless a Committee 
Member  is  present  and  that  your  membership  fees  are  fully  up  to  date.   If  any  
members are  experiencing  financial  difficulties  the  usual  arrangement  with  Peter 
Hudson can  still  be  made.

Please  be  mindful to ensure  that  the  gates  to  the  Rugby  Club  are  closed  once  you  have  either 
entered or left the vicinity.

If arriving by car, Reverse parking is only allowed in the Rugby Club.  This means that all cars will be 
facing the same way.

Youth Training

This will commence in the near future and we will be informing parents in due course.

Before return to any activity please remember you must stay at home if you:

 Have been diagnosed with COVID-19 in the last 14 days.

 Have been in contact with someone with COVID-19 in the last 14 days.

 Have been overseas or exposed to someone with COVID-19 in the last 14 days.

 Have flu-like symptoms or are feeling unwell.

You must:

 Check with your GP prior to playing if you are in a high-risk health category.

 Find out what protocols are in place at the club.

 Ensure your club has up-to-date contact details for you.

Prior to Training

All players should ensure their club has their up-to-date contact details (phone and email).

All players, and not just the player making the booking, should be included in the booking notes. If 
there is a change to who is training, it is advisable to make sure the booking is updated.

Players should travel to the club alone, or only with a member of the same household.

Ample car parking spaces should be available to ensure social distancing.  If a player must park next 
to another car, they should wait for the other person to exit or enter before doing so themselves.

A player should arrive at the club entrance no more than 5 minutes prior to the reserved time. It is 
important that players maintain social distancing and wait in predesignated waiting area that allows 
for social distancing.

Players should check in with the Covid Safety Officer.

Players should observe social distancing at all times and resist the temptation to mingle.

Players should arrive in training kit and change footwear at the car or at home.

Players should sanitise their hands prior to attending the club.

Players should ensure that they utilise toilet facilities in their own home prior to arriving at the club 
as in some cases club toilets will not be accessible.

Players should note that the club house will not be available in the event of bad weather. Players 
should return to their car or should have their own appropriate wet weather gear. 

 



Attending Training 

Maintain a minimum of two metres to meet social distancing requirements including during 

observed sessions (no handshakes). 

Quarantine waiting area should be available as a designated waiting area. 

Ensure all health and safety and emergency first aid guidelines are followed. 

Players must provide their own equipment if possible, and this must be kept in a zipped bag when 

not in use. 

Coach is responsible for collecting all of their own equipment/kit – do not share equipment if 

possible. 

Player is responsible for collecting all their own equipment/kit – do not share equipment if possible. 

Player is responsible for ensuring they have their own refreshments and / or food. 

Schedule sessions at least 15 minutes apart to avoid or limit any crossover of players. 

Avoid high intensity physical exercise where possible. 

Bowling Machine must be operated by a senior club member / adult or coach and must be wiped 

down after every use. 

The bowling machine operator must wear appropriate hand coverings when feeding the bowling 

machine. 

If bowling machines are used, please ensure they are cleaned thoroughly between uses, all balls 

used are cleaned with disinfectant.  This is the responsibility of the bowling machine operator. 

Bowling machine balls must be put in buckets of disinfectant solution after each session, removed 

and left to dry before next session. 

If it is a bowling session, player to use their own balls or coach to use plastic balls which have been 

washed/dried prior to the session. 

Batter should not handle the ball-they can kick/knock balls back towards the coach but minimum 

of2m social distancing needs to be maintained. 

Coach to ensure they have appropriate hand coverings (mitt or gloves) when handling the ball during 

any skill sessions including when feeding the bowling machine.  Where bowling machines are used 

please ensure they are cleaned thoroughly between uses with dry cleaning products and that all 

balls used are cleaned with disinfectant.  This is the responsibility of the bowling machine operator. 

 

Equipment and Cleaning 

Practice caution with all equipment and avoid letting the athletes touch unnecessarily. 

Clean all equipment with a disinfectant spray prior to and after use. 

Place bowling machine balls in the tubs of disinfectant solution provided. 

Cricket balls can be wiped down with an alcohol based wipe.  Using an alcohol-based cleaning wipe 

on the cricket ball after use should destroy any pathogens on the ball and should dry quickly having a 

minimal effect on the ball. 

Although there is no specific evidence that equipment can spread COVID-19, we know that 

contamination by respiratory droplets from an infected person can potentially survive on hard 

surfaces for up to three days. 

Try to restrict equipment to a particular group. 

Clean all equipment with a disinfectant spray at the conclusion of your session. 

 

  



Annex 1 

COVID-19 Self-Assessment Form  

 

Club name and location Wexford Wanderers CC; WWCC Rugby Ground 

Your name  

Your mobile number  

Your Email Address  

Time & date of your visit  

 

To ensure the Health & Safety of all people interacting with our club, all visitors must complete this 

declaration form prior to entering our site. If you indicate to us that you have symptoms of COVID-19 

or you have been abroad in the last 14 days, with the exception of travel between Northern Ireland 

and Republic of Ireland, you should not attend the club’s training facility. Where this is the case, you 

are prohibited from entering or using the club and advised to seek professional medical 

help/assistance. Please tick your answers below.   

NOTE: When on site, please adhere to our on-site standard processes/procedures regarding 

infection control (e.g. hand washing/hand sanitising and general coughing/sneezing etiquette)  

Questionnaire Yes No 

Do you currently have, or have you been diagnosed as having COVID19 in the last 
14 days? 

  

Are you awaiting results of a test relevant to COVID-19?   

Have you travelled abroad in the last 14 days? 
    If yes, please state where. 

  

Have you displayed any symptoms of COVID-19 in the last 14 days, namely fever, 
high temperature, persistent coughing, breathing difficulties / shortness of 
breath, and / or loss of taste or smell?  
    If yes, which symptom(s) have you displayed 

  

Do you live in the same household as someone, or have been in close contact 
with someone (i.e. less than 2 metres for more than 15 minutes accumulative in 
1 day) who has displayed symptoms of COVID-19 in the last 14 days or who has a 
confirmed case of COVID-19? 

  

If you answered Yes to any of the above questions, have you contacted a doctor 
or other medical practitioner? If Yes, then please follow the medical advice that 
you are receiving or, failing that, seek medical advice. 

  

Have you been advised by a doctor to cocoon or self-isolate at this time?   

Are you under 16 or over 70 years old?   

Please provide details below of any other circumstances relating to COVID-19 
not included in the above, which may need to be considered to allow for your 
safe return to training: 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 



I confirm that the above information is accurate to the best of my knowledge and that if there is a 

change to any of my above answers that I will contact the COVID 19 officer or a member of the 

COVID 19 committee.  

 

 

Print name:  

 

 

Signature (parent/guardian number if under 18):   

 

Date:  

 

 

 

 

I confirm that I have read and understand the Wexford Wanderers Cricket Club Return to Training 

Protocol. 

 

 

Print name:  

 

 

Signature (parent/guardian number if under 18):   

 

Date 




